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Families and Pokémon GO
How does  the popular game Pokémon GO provide active, educational
and social screen time? Kiley Sobel presents interview data and tips for
parents  about  the  way  in  which  Pokémon  GO  allows  families  to  and
engage with media  together and  to make meaningful connections with
each other and the spaces around them. Kiley is a Ph.D. candidate and
National  Science  Foundation  Graduate  Research  Fellow  in  Human
Centered Design  &  Engineering  at  the  University  of Washington.  Her




On  July  6,  2016,  Niantic,  Inc.  released Pokémon  GO,  which  quickly  became  one  of  the  most
popular mobile game apps  in history.  In  this  location­based mobile game, players use  the GPS
capabilities  of  their  smartphones  or  tablets  to  navigate  an  avatar  within  a  virtual  world  that  is
overlaid  on  top  of  the  real  world.  As  players move  about  in  the  real  world,  their  avatar moves
through  the  game world,  and  they  can  locate,  capture,  battle,  and  train  virtual monsters  called
Pokémon—with names  like Pikachu, Squirtle, and Jigglypuff—that  they find “at”  these real­world
locations. Pokémon GO also has optional augmented reality  features  that use a mobile device’s







the  game  together.  While  other  similar  location­based  games  exist  commercially
(e.g.,  Ingress), Pokémon  GO  is  the  first  popularized  mainstream  location­based  mobile  game
available for families to play together. In addition, the Pokémon franchise has been around since









app  is supposed  to be educational, so  that’s okay,  right?” There  is  fear  that  too much  time with
screens  is  displacing  “healthier,”  more  “educational,”  or  more  “social”  activities.  However,  as
technology and digital media advance, some families are starting to understand how screen time
can be active, educational, and social.
Simply  put,  not  all  types  of  screen  time  are  the  same.  Passively watching  TV  alone  is  not  the
same  as  playing  a  fitness  game with  a  sibling  or  video  chatting with  a  grandparent.  The  Joan
Ganz Cooney and LIFE centers have taught us that one way to understand this difference is  joint






summer,  it became clear  to us  that we could study parents’ perspectives on  the game and how
parents and children were playing the game together. We wanted to learn more about three main
topics:
The choices parents and families make on how to play the game
Rules parents set about their children’s game use and why




like Bellevue Downtown Park  just outside of Seattle, where  they were playing or watching  their
children play Pokémon GO.  Finding  participants was  not  difficult.  Yet,  running with  parents  and




together  brought  families  closer,  strengthening  their  common  interests  and  sometimes
transcending beyond the game itself. Pokémon became something a mom was able to talk to her
usually not­so­talkative son about and something  that made a daughter  feel excited  to hang out
with her dad. This play also easily fit into their lives, either coinciding with other important activities
like  family  dog  walks  or  running  errands,  or  becoming  specifically  planned  family  Pokémon
GO time.
Here are a few favorite quotes from our interviews:
“I love that this is a game we can play together as a family, and I often play a little during the day (alone)
so we can talk about my progress at night. My daughter’s enthusiasm is turning me into a gamer!” (37-
year old mother with 7-year old daughter)
“We go out for long nightly walks as a family… We stop when we see Pokémon and they help to catch
them. [The kids] get really excited to go out for walks, so I love taking them.” (31-year old mother with
three year old daughter and one-year old child)
“I grew up on this game. For them to also grow up on it, it’s like there’s that bond, and I learned that my
kids can love something as much as I can. We can both be kids together.” (25-year old father, playing




new  concerns  about  safety  in  real­world  environments  also  emerged.  These  concerns  included
worries about  their children being harmed by strangers or even getting hurt by not  looking while
walking.  Parents  made  rules  and  gameplay  choices  centered  around  these  new  concerns  to
ensure  their  children  were  safe.  For  example,  parents  reported  always  accompanying  their
children  while  playing,  taking  turns  when  playing,  and  staying  in  control  of  the  mobile  device
during gameplay to make sure their children were not harmed in the physical environment.
Takeaways




First,  we  believe  that  Pokémon  GO  was  successful  for  JME  because  it  supports  the  six
conditions that help families and children come together with digital media.
Mutual engagement: Pokémon GO lets people of all ages participate equally. Children and parents can
take turns catching Pokémon, or children can throw balls in the game while parents evolve characters.
Dialogic inquiry: They asked questions to one another, learned about characters together, and talked
about the locations where they were playing.
Co-creation:Families can create a shared experience while playing Pokémon GO. In our research,
parents and children learned about the game together and taught each other how to play.
Boundary crossing: The game appeals to players of multiple generations. 
Parents who had played Pokémon as kids enjoyed sharing the new game with their own children, who in
turn were often pleased to be able to correct their parents – no, that’s not an Abra, it’s a Sandshrew!
Intention to develop:We found that all players were excited to level up. 
Parents and children alike played separately during the week and then shared their progress with one
another.
Focus on content, not control:Pokémon GO’s  simple game mechanics allow people of all ages to
engage in play. Parents and children were able to share control, walk, and interact with each other, and
they did not have to rely on looking at the screen continuously to play.
Second, based on our research, there are other specific qualities about Pokémon GO that make it
particularly encouraging for productive joint family media engagement. As a location­based mobile
game,  it  hinges  on  players  going  outside, walking,  and working  in  teams.  Therefore,  the  game
reconciles some of the issues parents have with screen time and fits well into the lives of families.


















mediating  their children’s screen  time  in  this context  in order  for  families  to gain added benefits
while mitigating potential dangers.




for  five minutes  each  to  ensure  equal  turns.  Perhaps  because  the  gameplay  can  be  shared  in
many different ways,  it was especially appealing to parents and children for JME. Some parents
wanted  to consistently play  the game with  (and without)  their  children. Other parents wanted  to











Safety first.Make sure you talk to your children about why it’s so important to pay attention to their
environment when they play. If they are playing with friends, encourage them to take turns. No catching
when crossing the street!
Prepare your children for potential disappointment.They will get yet another Spearow from an egg.
A Pikachu might run away. They may never see a single Lapras. A friend will get a Pichu and they won’t.
Help them understand that those are exactly the reasons that make them so happy when good things
happen in the game.
There is something inherently “addictive” about collecting these creatures.Try to channel that in a
positive way. Several people we talked to encouraged their children to do homework and chores, and
rewarded them by having family playtime with Pokémon GO.
Even young  children can play  Pokémon GOwith you by participating in elements that are
developmentally appropriate. While you take over the more difficult elements (like evolving Pokémon)
and stay in control of the phone, younger children can do things like practice counting while they throw
Poké Balls.
Think about how you can play  Pokémon GO  together on one device by taking turns while
playing.Set timers, give each player a number of chances to catch a Pokémon, or have each player take
on particular actions (catching, battling, etc.).
Spend time learning about Pokémon both with and without your child.Understand why your child
is so excited to see a Snorlax or so disappointed that Chansey ran away. Be prepared to run with them
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